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TO: Larch Corrections Center Staff and Residents 

   

 

FROM: J.C. Miller Jr.  Superintendent   

   

SUBJECT: Larch Corrections Center COVID-19 Facility Wide Outbreak 

 

 
On May 5, 2021, the Department announced an update to the COVID-19 protocols and shared 

the definition of a Facility Wide Outbreak. Facilities that experience multiple Limited Area 

Outbreaks are experiencing a Facility Wide Outbreak. A Limited Area Outbreak is an outbreak, 

that is very limited to one area. Meaning only the impacted area would be on outbreak status. 

 

As of August 2, 2022, Larch Corrections Center has 0 confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the 

incarcerated population. On August 3, 2022, we released the remaining 6 residents back to 

Silver Star as covid recovered. Elk Horn unit is officially clear of all residents. 

Our next population test is scheduled for August 5, 2022, if everyone still tests negative, 

we will request to be removed from outbreak status, if approved the weekly testing for our 

residents will come to an end.  

 

We will continue to following the Prisons Division Cluster and Outbreak Checklist due to 

the associated quarantined cases that go with them, we have reached a point in time in 

which we will have to take additional steps to limit the potential exposure of COVID-19 to 

the incarcerated population.  

 

The residents housed in Silver Star living unit are still considered to be on quarantine status 

until everyone test negative. Staff is still required to wear proper PPE when entering the 

unit. All residents are still required to wear their mask anywhere other than their living 

area.  

 

Larch Corrections Center will continue to be on Restricted Movement status due to COVID-

19 outbreak. Please keep in mind that even though we have 0 positive cases we are still on 

outbreak status until a second test confirms we are free from the covid-19 virus. This 

continues to impact the incarcerated population’s ability to attend regularly scheduled 

programs, callouts, and services. As you can imagine we are all very hopeful that we are at 

the end of this for a while.   

 

All visits to include regular visits as well as extended family visits continue to be placed on 

hold, if all tests come back as negative and we get the approval to come off outbreak status 

visiting will be re-evaluated to see when we can get it up and running again. Once again we 

have been extremely lucky so far this fire season, however given the need for firefighting if 

a fire was to breakout DNR support will be authorized to go out under the following 
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conditions: All I/I have been Covid-19 vaccinated and at low risk for severe disease, 

quarantine I/I will be rapid antigen test (RAT) tested daily and only RAT negative I/I will 

be approved participate in fire activities, during the transport of I/I to and from camp to off-

site location quarantine I/I will be transported in vehicles  with a separate compartment so 

that staff are not sharing the same cabinet. N95 masks should be encouraged during 

transport and staff should make sure that they are always available. Since our last update, 

we have been very fortunate not to have any fire calls, giving us time to get ahead of this 

outbreak. CWC will not be deployed until further notice. Staff continue to be tested twice a 

week. We have been informed that as soon as we are officially off outbreak status, Prison 

facilities may resume all indoor recreational activities in facility gymnasiums. This 

includes indoor basketball and other activities that have been restricted since early in the 

pandemic.  Indoor recreational activities continue to be limited to Incarcerated Individuals 

residing in the same living unit.   

  

These indoor activities are only authorized with continued compliance with the General 

Workplace Guidance on Masking, and Social Distancing where practical.  Further, all 

recreational equipment must be disinfected between uses by participants, and a thorough 

cleaning by Recreation Porters between different cohorts/living units accessing the areas.  

  

These steps are meant to minimize the short and long-term impact that our response will 

have on our incarcerated population.  As we move forward in the coming days you can 

expect to see cohorting in the dayrooms and shower/bathroom areas, serial testing of our 

incarcerated population, and an increased awareness to Personal Protective Equipment 

(PPE) protocols, cleaning, sanitizing, and disinfecting, and social distancing.  It is our hope 

by taking these measures that we can cut down on the amount of potential exposures and 

reduce the amount of time it will take to get back to a new normal with our operations.   

 

I ask each and every one of you to be committed to following these standards so we can 

move past these restrictions as quickly as possible.  By working together, I know that we 

can get past this difficult time and get to a place in which we can all have some relief from 

the restrictions that this pandemic has brought upon us all.   

 

Thank you all for your cooperation and patience as we move closer to coming off of 

outbreak status.    

 




